の現状について
松本浩典(名大KMI)，満田和久，山崎典子(ISAS)，
常深博（阪大)， 鶴剛(京大)，粟木久光(愛媛大）

松本がKMI2017のため代理です。
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内容

• Athena計画の概要と目的
• Athena計画の進捗と今後の進みかた
• 日本のAthenaへの参加状況
• 今後の進め方
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(Advanced Telescope for High-Anergy Astrophysics)

•

ESA Cosmic Vision L2に採択された，”Hot and Energetic Universe”をconcept
とする2028年打ちあげ予定のミッション，2030年代に稼働が確定している
唯一のＸ線天文台衛星

•

ヨーロッパを主体とするが，技術的にもコスト的にも日米をふくめた
3極体制で開発を進めている。

•

ミッション提案時のスペック

•

空間分解能5秒角，面積2m2@1keVのSilicon ミラー

•

直径40分，アクティブピクセル化で高速読出しを可能とした
DEPFET検出器(WFI)

•

3840画素（直径5分，エネルギー分解能2.5 eVの
マイクロカロリメータ(X-IFU)

宇宙科学シンポジウム2017/1/5-6
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X線によるAGN:これまでのdeepest study
16分

Chandra Deep Field-South
1999-2000年に1Msecをかけて取得された16分角の
イメージから~500個のX線源を検出
ESO/VLTなど多くのフォローアップでz<4のAGNと同定
– 56 –

（Chandra/XMMも観測追加で現在は7Msまで深めている）
– 63 –

CDF-S
Chandra 1Msec
10

4.5x10-16 erg/s/cm2
の検出限界
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Fig. 22.— The X-ray luminosity in the 2-10 keV band versus redshift. Symbols are as in
Figure 1.
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遠方宇宙へ: AGN at z>4 の意味

Astrophysical
Journal Letters, 813:L8 (6pp), 2015 November 1
Madau &TheHaardt
2015

Planckによるτの測定(0.066+/-0.016)から宇
luminosity ratios that are typical of Seyfert-like and brighter
Madau & Haardt

active nuclei. If correct, these claims suggest that AGNs may
be a more signiﬁcant contributor to the ionizing background
radiation than previously estimated.
We have converted the integrated optical emissivity inferred
from these studies, òλ (in units of erg s-1 Mpc-3 Hz-1), into a
1 ryd emissivity, ò912, using a power-law spectral energy
distribution, 912 = l (l 912)-auv f¯esc , with αuv = 0.61 following Lusso et al. (2015). We assume an escape fraction of
hydrogen-ionizing radiation f¯esc = 1. To assess whether a faint
AGN population can dominate the cosmic reionization process
under reasonable physical assumptions, we adopt in the
following an AGN comoving emissivity of the form

宙の電離はz=8.8(+1.7-1.4)で始まった。

■Giallongo+ 2015

Number of source/log(flux) per pointing

一観測で期待される天体数

Hopkins+2007

Figure 1. AGN comoving ionizing emissivity inferred from Schulze et al.
(2009; cyan pentagon), Palanque-Delabrouille et al. (2013; orange triangles),
Bongiorno et al. (2007; magenta circles), Masters et al. (2012; red pentagons),
Glikman et al. (2011; blue square), and Giallongo et al. (2015; green squares).
The solid curve shows the functional form given in Equation (1). The LyC
Athena+
WFI
- (2007)
1 Msec
AGN emissivity
of Hopkins
et al.
is shown for comparison (dotted line).
- 300 ksec
See the text forAthena+WFI
details.

Chandra ACIS - 1 Msec
XMM-EPIC PN - 300 Ksec
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912 (z )

= 25.15e-0.0026z - 1.5e-1.3z ,

(1)

for z < zQSO, and zero otherwise. Despite the signiﬁcant scatter
in the data points, this function ﬁts reasonably well the z = 0,
z < 2.5, and 4 < z < 5 emissivities from Schulze et al. (2009),
Bongiorno et al. (2007), and Giallongo et al. (2015),
respectively. Note that this emissivity does not drop at high
redshift like, e.g., the LyC emissivity of luminous quasars
inferred by Hopkins et al. (2007; see Figure 1). It is also higher
compared to previous estimates at low redshift, a fact that could
contribute to solving the “photon underproduction crisis” of
Kollmeier et al. (2014; see also Khaire & Srianand 2015).

的研究はできていない。

AGNのＸ線が再電離に寄与しても，2keV以上の
Ｘ線バックグランドには影響しないので，矛盾は
生じない。(Madau&Haardt
2015 )
3. REIONIZATION HISTORY

Reionization is achieved when ionizing sources have
radiated at least one LyC photon per atom and the rate of
LyC photon production is sufﬁcient to balance radiative
recombinations. Speciﬁcally, the time-dependent ionization
state of the IGM can be modeled semi-analytically by
integrating the “reionization equations” (Shapiro & Giroux
1987; Madau et al. 1999)

Athena: 5秒角の分解能で

Figure 1 shows the inferred quasar/AGN comoving
emissivity at 1 ryd as a function of redshift. Our modeling is
based on a limited number of contemporary, optically selected
AGN samples (see also Khaire & Srianand 2015 for a similar
compilation). All the surveys cited below provide best-ﬁt LF
parameters, which are then used to integrate the LF down to the
same relative limiting luminosity, Lmin/Lå = 0.01. Most of
these LFs have faint-end slopes >−1.7, which makes the
corresponding volume emissivities rather insensitive to the
value of the adopted limiting luminosity. Schulze et al. (2009)
combined the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) and the
Hamburg/ESO survey results into a single z = 0 AGN LF
−14
10−16four orders of
10−15
covering
magnitude in 10
luminosity.
In the redshift
-1
-2
0.5-2.0
keV
flux
(erg
s
cm
)
range 0.68 < z < 3.0, the g-band LF of Palanque-Delabrouille
et al. (2013) combines SDSS-III and Multiple Mirror Telescope
quasar data with the 2SLAQ sample of Croom et al. (2009).
The Credit:
1 < z <Athena
4 AGNteam
LF by Bongiorno et al. (2007) again
merges SDSS data at the bright end with a faint AGN sample
from the VIMOS-VLT Deep Survey. The high-redshift quasar
AGN Spain 2016, Tenerife, 27 October 2016
LF in the Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS) in the bins
3.1 < z < 3.5 and 3.5 < z < 5 has been investigated by Masters

Athena

1500

• AGNが再電離に大きく寄与した可能性がある。
• ただしCDFでも検出期待値は0.2個程度であり系統

log

sformational

3000

星形成で説明がつくか？
Gillango+ 2015 4<z<6のIR観測でAGN検出

Confusion limitに達し，
n˙ ion,H

dQ
Q
=
z>5を越えたAGNの光度関
dt
n
t

(2)

n˙ ion,He
dQ He III
Q
=
- H III
dt
nHe
trec,He

(3 )

H II

H

H II

rec,H

数にせまることができる。

for the volume fractions Q of ionized hydrogen and doubly
ionized helium. Here, the angle brackets denote a volume
average, gas densities are expressed in comoving units, trec is a
characteristic recombination timescale, and n˙ ion = ò dn ( n hn )
is the injection rate density of ionizing radiation, i.e., photons
between 1 and 4 ryd in the case of H I (n˙ ion,H ) and above 4 ryd
for He II (n˙ ion,He ). We do not explicitly follow the transition
from neutral to singly ionized helium, as this occurs nearly

Aird,&Comastri et&al.&2013&arXiv1306.2325
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X線でしか見えないIGM
Athena/X-IFU simulation

Astro-H/SXS
data
ペルセウス座銀河団

A2256
,

  
Courtesy:* P.*Peille,*E.*Pointecouteau,*V.*Biffi,*
E.*Rasia,*K.*Dolag,*S.*Borgani,*J.*Wilms
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Barret+2016

Figure 2. Left: Reconstructed bulk motion induced velocity field (in km/s) of the hot intra-cluster gas for a 50 kiloseconds X-IFU observation of the central parts of a Perseus like cluster from the numerical simulations in Ref. 20. Right:
Simulated X-IFU spectrum of a z = 1 galaxy group with kT = 3 keV and LX = 1 × 1044 erg s−1 for 50 ks. Emission lines
from elements which are key to understand chemical evolution can be clearly seen.

Tamara+ 2009 (ApJL 705, L62)

宇宙科学シンポジウム2017/1/5-6

The heavy elements are ejected and redistributed into the ICM by a number of processes, including outflows
and jets from active galactic nuclei (e.g., Ref. 21), galactic winds and starbusts (e.g., Ref. 22), and ram-pressure
stripping of the galaxies (e.g., Ref. 23); in addition, it is also possible that intracluster stars may also contribute
to the ICM enrichment (e.g., Ref. 24). Spatially-resolved measurements such as abundance profiles provide
insight into the diﬀerent enrichment mechanisms and their spatial distribution, their timescales, and how the
gas is mixed by gas-dynamical processes. Detailed abundance mapping is a powerful tracer of the jet energy
distribution and can supply constraints on entrainment of enriched gas by the jets, the jet power itself (which
is correlated with the radial range of the metal-enriched outflows). It can also put strong constraints on gas
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*
crit
critical density, v is the speciÐc energy output per unit
SN
mass of stars formed, and n6 is the mean number density of
H
H atoms. We take ) \ 0.1)
\ 0.002h~2, and v \ 2.5
*
b
] 1048 ergs g~1 M from a Salpeter IMF with eachSNsuper_
nova from a star with M [ 8 M outputting 1051 ergs.
Then, dT \ 0.2 keV B 2 ] 106 _
K. Assuming isentropic
SN
heat distribution, oT 3@2 \ const, so gas with T B 4 ] 106
K (the maximum of the temperature distribution, as we
show in Fig. 5) will have its density reduced by roughly a
1064 of 2 compared to the no-heating case.
VIKHLININ
AL.
factor
This isETroughly
the level of reduction seen in the Eulerian as compared to
the Lagrangian runs. Clearly, this model is overly simplistic,
since it would predict that all intergalactic gas has T Z 106
K, but it does roughly indicate the
magnitude of the e†ect of
z<0.25(近傍）
supernova heating.
Note that there are no other heating processes in these
simulations that contribute signiÐcantly to the WHIM. For
instance, photoionization only heats gas to D104 K. Any
other heating process onez>0.55
could devise, such as cosmic rays
or supernovae occurring in dwarf galaxies in voids, would
add more pressure support to the gas, and thus would push
the typical density of WHIM gas even lower. Thus, our
simulations indicate that WHIM gas is heated to T [ 105
K primarily by shock heating of gas accreting onto large-

(solid, dotted, dashed, and long-dashed lines, respectively).
There is a slight trend to higher overdensities at earlier
times, since at early times the contribution from virialized
structures is greater. This is because gas has not had time to
accrete and shock on more di†use structures, and the
largest structures at earlier times have lower temperatures
that can fall into the warm-hot range. Still, this is a minor
e†ect ; basically, the peak overdensity does not evolve signiÐcantly with redshift.
Figure 5 shows the Vol.
temperature
distribution of inter692
galactic gas with T [ 104.5 K in simulation D1 at z \ 0, 1,
2, and 3. The amount of gas at these warm-hot and hot
temperatures grows with time, as seen from Figures 1 and 2.
The temperature
at the peak of the distribution grows in
ダークエネルギー
time as well, reÑecting the fact that the universe contains
hotter structures
at later times. The peak temperature at all
のない宇宙とは矛盾
redshifts falls within the warm-hot range, and by z \ 0 it is
up to D4 ] 106 K. Note that this is close to the temperature of the excess di†use emission seen by Wang &
McCray (1993) in ROSAT data. Figure 5 also shows that
the mass of the WHIM component is insensitive to our
somewhat arbitrary choice of 105 K as the deÐning lower
temperature. A choice of 104.5 K (as in DHKW) or even
105.5 K would not drastically a†ect our conclusions.
An theanalytic
estimate
the evolution of the peak temFigure 2. Illustration of sensitivity of the cluster mass function to the cosmological model. In the left panel, we show
measured mass
function and of
predicted
銀河団質量
models (with only the overall normalization at
z = 0 adjusted) computed for a cosmology which is close to our best-fit model.
The low-z mass
function is reproduced
Vikhlinin
+2007
perature
be
obtained
considering the temperature of
from Figure 1, which for the high-z cluster we show only the most distant subsample (z > 0.55) to better illustrate
the effects. In can
the right
panel,
both the data by
and the
relative to the ΩΛ = 0.75
case.shock
The measured
mass
models are computed for a cosmology with ΩΛ = 0. Both the model and the data at high redshifts are changedintergalactic
gas
heated
on mildly nonlinear largefunction is changed because it is derived for a different distance–redshift relation. The model is changed because the predicted growth of structure and overdensity
scale
If thenumber
length
going nonlinear at a given
宇宙の構造形成（網目状の物質集中）はz
massstructure.
function, the predicted
densityscale
of
thresholds corresponding to ∆crit = 500 are different. When the overall model normalization is adjusted to the low-z
WHIM
z > 0.55 clusters is in strong disagreement with the data,
and therefore this 銀河団
combination of ΩM and ΩΛ can be rejected.
epoch is L , and the perturbation collapses on a timescale t,
nl
the
resulting
speed behind
the shock will be DL /t.
insensitive to variations of n within the 12
WMAP measurement
0.184 ± 0.024 (purely
statistical
68% sound
CL uncertainties).
The
27% 1 5%
＜2で急速に成長し，バリオンの温度が
uncertainties and even to setting n = 1.
best-fit value is degenerate
withthat
the assumed
primordial power- has taken a Hubble timenlto
Given
the perturbation
Once the combined likelihood as a function of cosmological
spectrum index, and the variation approximately follows the
collapse,
t D H~1, where H is the Hubble constant at time t.
parameters is available, we use the quantity −2 ln L, whose
relation ∆ΩM h = −0.31∆n.
The variations of n within the range
2
1000万度を越える銀河団，
Thedata,
resulting
postshock
temperature
is then (CO99)
statistical properties are equivalent to the χ distribution (Cash
constrained by the WMAP
±0.015, lead
to negligibly
small

銀河団の成長と宇宙論パラメータ

銀河団は近傍宇宙で急速に成長 質量関数がダークエネルギーに敏感

密度

ただし，Ｘ線の温度分布から質量に戻すときに非熱的運動の考慮が必要

changes in our derived ΩM h.
Prelated
c2 \
(2)
An additional source of statistical uncertainty T
is that
to K(HL )2 ,
nlthis relation
nl
nl
the derivation of the L–M relation, since we derive
K is a constant,
atrelation
any given epoch. The value of T ,
from the same set of where
clusters. Uncertainties
in the L–M
are translated into those
the\
survey
and hence
the redshift plotted in Figurenl5
withof K
0.3, volume
is shown
at each
cluster mass function. Most of our cosmological constraints are
the arrows
above
curve. This value of K produces
primarily sensitive toby
the cluster
number density
neareach
the median
roughly
temperature at z \ 0, and as can
mass of the sample. This
median the
mass,correct
the V (M)peak
uncertainties
are small compared be
with seen
statistics
(see
Section
6
in
Paper
II). a reasonable Ðt to the peak
from Figure 5, it is
The ΩM h determination, however, is based on the relative
temperature
at and
higher
redshifts,
although it becomes pronumber density of clusters
near the high
low mass
ends
difficult
to identify
a peak. This value of K
of the sample. Since gressively
the volume is amore
fast-decreasing
function
at
low M’s, the V (M) variations
are important.
The
most important
also produces
the
correct
evolution of the globally averaged
parameter of the L–M relation in our case is the power-law slope,
in simulations
C1 and C2, as shown in CO99.
α (see Equation (20)temperature
in Paper II). Variations
of α within the
thistovalue
to K \ 5/16, which is the
error bars (±0.14) ofInterestingly,
the best-fit value lead
changesisin close
the
FIG. 5.ÈMass fraction of baryons as a function of temperature
in simuderived
ΩM h of ±0.027.
Adding
this
in
quadrature
to
the
formal
postshock sound speed of a strong shock. Thus, the evolu-

1979), to find the best-fit parameters and confidence intervals.
In addition to statistical uncertainties, we also consider
different sources of systematics. We do not include systematic
errors in the likelihood function but instead refit parameters with
the relations affected by systematics varied within the estimated
1σ uncertainties. This approach allows as not only to estimate
how the confidence intervals are expanded from combination of
all systematic errors, but also to track the most important source
of uncertainty for each case. A full analysis of systematic errors
is presented in Section 8.4 for the case of constraints on constant
w in a flat universe; in other cases the systematic uncertainties
contribute approximately the same fraction of the total error
budget. We also verified that in the constant w case, our method
of estimating the systematic errors produces the results which
are very close to the more accurate procedure using the Markov
chain analysis.

z=0

z=1
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Dave+2001

10万度から1000万度の中高温物質(WHIM)
が生成されたと考えられているが，直接観
測は未だ限定的
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X-ray forest
Barret+2016
4

4

z=0.86のBL Lac 3C454.3の100ksec
2

2

0

観測でのWHIMによる吸収構造検出
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OVIII Kα
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Athena: a transformational
OVIIによる吸収
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Number of source/log(flux) per
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(XMM/RGS ~ 100cm2によるMkn 421
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z=7のGRBのafter glowの観測シミュ
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OVIII Kα
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Figure 3. The two panels show a simulated X-IFU spectrum of a bright background source at z > 0.8 crossing the same
random patch of the WHIM as predicted by the simulations in Ref. 27. Four WHIM filaments are clearly detected in
both spectra, in some cases through several absorption lines, enabling direct measurements of the gas temperature and
even turbulence. Left: The background source is a GRB afterglow at z > 0.8 with an eﬀective intrinsic column density
3000
−2
of 1022 cm
yielding about 1.5 × 106 counts in the 0.3-2 keV band. This corresponds to the brightest 10% of the GRB
Athena+
WFI - 1 Msec
afterglows expected in the sky. Right:
The background
spectrum is that of the brightest known BL Lac at z >
0.8 3C454.3
22
-2
Athena+WFI
300
(z = 0.86), with a flux F (0.3 − 2 keV ) = 2.7 × 10-−11
ergksec
cm−2 s−1 and integrated for 100 ks yielding about 7 × 106 counts.

Cen &%Ostriker 2006
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レーション，2x10 cm 相当の銀河
中にAl, Siなど重元素が生成されて

2.2.1 High-z Gamma-ray Bursts: early metal enrichment of the Universe
2000

0.25
0.30
X-IFU observations of gamma ray bursts
(GRBs)
can play a unique role in the study of metal enrichment as
GRBs are the brightest light400sources at all redshifts and, for long duration events (LGRBs), occur in star-forming
regions.1500
As LGRB progenitors are short-lived massive stars, they provide an ideal probe of the eﬀect of stellar
evolution on galaxy chemical enrichment across cosmic time. Beginning with metal free (Population III) stars, the
200
Al, Si, S
cycle 200
of metal enrichment started when their final explosive stages injected the first elements beyond Hydrogen
1000 into their pristine surroundings, quickly enriching the gas. These ejecta created the seeds for the next
and Helium
generation of stars (population II). Finding and mapping the earliest star formation sites (population III/II stars)
is one of500
the top priorities for future astrophysical observatories. Tracing the first generation of stars is crucial
0.2
0.5
1
for understanding cosmic re-ionization,
the formation of the first seed Super-Massive Black Holes (SMBH), and
Energy (keV)
the dissemination of the first metals in the Universe. Photons from Pop III stars and radiation generated from
accretion
firstof SMBH
the −15
Cosmic
Figure 4.10 A simulated
X-IFUonto
X-ray the
spectrum
a medium initiate
bright (fluence=
0.4 × 10−6 Dawn.
erg cm−2 ) afterglow at z = 7,
0
−17
−16
−14

いると仮定

10 lines of Fe, Si, S,10
characterized by deep narrow resonant
Ar, Mg, from the gas10
in the environment 10
of the GRB. An eﬀective
keV
flux (erg
cm-2explosions
)
The
fingerprint
of Pop
IIIs-1star
is distinct from
intrinsic column density
of 2 chemical
× 1022 cm−2 has
been0.5-2.0
adopted.

銀河団周辺のWHIM emission だけでなく，

that of later generations, opening the
possibility to probe the Initial Mass Function (IMF) of the Universe. Stellar evolution studies show that the
2.2.2 AGN and
Star-formation driven
andIII
outflows
nucleosynthetic
yieldswinds
of Pop
and Pop II explosions diﬀer significantly. The convolution of these yields with
Credit:
Athena
team
The measurement
of
tight
correlations
between
the
mass
of
galaxy bulges,
or of the which
velocity can
dispersion
of their
an IMF directly translates to abundance
patterns,
diﬀer
up to an order of magnitude depending on
stellar content, and the mass of the SMBH hosted in all galaxies (Refs. 30, 31) strongly indicate that some
the
characteristic
mass
scale
of
the
IMF
(Ref.
28).
The
X-IFU
will
be
able to measure metal abundance patterns
feedback mechanism must have acted between these components during the galaxy formation and evolution
for
a
variety
of
ions
(e.g.,
S,
Si,
Fe)
for
at
least
10
medium-bright
X-ray
AGN observations
Spain 2016,ofTenerife,
27 October
phases. In the last fifteen years, thanks to X-ray
QSO and nearby
Seyfert 2016
galaxies, we have been afterglows per year with H equivalent
21one of
−2
able to identify column
AGN driven
ultra-fast
outflows
(UFOs)
as
the
plausible
mechanisms
(Refs.
as32–34).
low asUFOs
1% of solar for the denser regions expected
densities as small as 10 cm and gas metallicities
manifest themselves as blushifted resonant absorption lines due to highly ionized iron. They are detectable in
in
early
star-forming
zones;
in
even
denser
regions
the
accuracy
will
be further improved (Fig. 4). Measuring
the 7-10 keV band (Refs. 34, 35) and are thought to be related to winds that are energetic enough to quench the
these
patterns
GRBs,
combined
with
AGN
sightlines, galaxies and supernovae, will
star formation of
the host
galaxies. using
This provides
the link
between the
tiny Athena
SMBH andstudies
the huge of
galaxy
bulges
(Ref. 36, see Ref.
37 for aus
review
on this topic).the
However,
we still
lack some
fundamental
of evidence
to whether or not the primordial IMF is
enable
to determine
typical
masses
of early
stars,pieces
thereby
testing

XMM回折光子

吸収を用いたX-ray forestを見ることを可能にする。

宇宙科学シンポジウム2017/1/5-6
fully verify this scenario: 1) we do not know what is the launching mechanism of the UFOs, how they deposit
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Schedule

ΔMCR 2016Dec

• Phase-A進行中
• 各Consortiumによる検討・システム/衛星の検討
• 平行してESA CDF study
• Mission Consolidation Reviewで質量コスト等のベースライン検証，
• Instrument AOにより具体的な検出器案と，それを提案するConsortiumの役割
等が固まる。（2016Nov->2017?)

• 2020年のMission Adoptionでミッションの形が定まる。
宇宙科学シンポジウム2017/1/5-6
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SPO (Silicon Pore Optics)
シリコンの基板表面を滑らかにし，
全体を整形して反射鏡とする。
On-Axisで5秒角，Off-axisで10秒角
有効面積2m2＠1keVのために，このブ
ロックを直径3m程度組み合わせる。
空間分解能をだすのは，組み合わせの
位置合わせがポイント，ロボティクス
の利用を検討。コストが課題

宇宙科学シンポジウム2017/1/5-6
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WFI
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OS-type DEPFET. Right: Signal evaluation scheme for the readout
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ortional to the removed charge during the clear.
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negative effects on the CTE of CCD's have lower impact on

wheel. For the large field of view detector a filter of 160 mm x 160 mm size is needed. The high count rate
capable detector requires a size of 15 mm x 15 mm due to the distance of the filter wheel disk to the detector
and the divergence of the imaged X-ray photons. The filter foil shall be supported by a mesh, as the WFI
instrument is not planned to be accommodated inside a vacuum chamber. The filters will thus be exposed to the
acoustic loads of the satellite launch.
ii) An open position is needed for efficient evacuation of the filter wheel and camera head during testing in
vacuum chambers and finally in space. This position permits also special observations with high quantum
efficiency at low X-ray energies if optical loading is sufficiently small.
iii) A closed position is available for sensor protection and instrumental background measurements.
iv) The fourth position hosts the on-board calibration sources. They facilitate recalibration of the camera during the
mission, in particular during observations with the X-IFU instrument.

DEPFET(DEPlated p-channel FET)アレイ検出器，

CCDのような電荷転送を行なわず，速い読出しを
行なうために，パイルアップせず，high count

rateに耐える(~Crab)
Further details about the filters and the filter wheel are given in ref.[6] and [7]. The camera head is mounted directly to

the filter wheel (see Figure 2). Both are under ambient pressure in the baseline design, i.e. no vacuum chamber encloses
the sensitive components sensors and filters. This decision is driven by the high complexity of a vacuum chamber
solution in consequence of the large number of heat pipes and electrical interfaces.

detector
electronics

primary
structure

heat pipe
connector plate
filter wheel

baffle
Figure 2: Section drawing of the WFI instrument. The camera head in the centre consists of the large field of view detector and the
defocused fast high count rate capable detector to the left of it. The detectors are surrounded by the graded-Z shield, which suppresses
the fluorescence radiation in order to minimize the instrumental background. The outermost layer is the proton shield, which reduces
the proton flux to the detector in order to mitigate the radiation damage. The filter wheel is mounted in front of the camera head
together with the baffle towards the Athena mirror system. The primary structure carries this assembly and furthermore the six
detector electronics subsystems. The connector plate mounted but thermally insulated from the primary structure is shown on the left
hand side. It is the thermal interface between the camera head internal heat pipes and the external heat pipes
connect
WFIbytoJAXA.
the
Thisthat
document
is provided
radiator panels on the focal plane module (FPM), which are not shown here. The primary structure is mounted with four bipods to the

Rau +2013,Meidinger+2016
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X-IFU
-

A two-layer thermal suspension system that isolates the detectors at 50 mK from the 2 K environment
300 mK thermal intercept layer; and

-

Thermometry, thermal straps, and a superconducting wiring harness linking the 50 mK and 2 K stages.
50 mK Nb magnetic shield
2 K mu-metal (Cryoperm) magnetic shield
2 K structure / housing
Sensor array
300 mK support frame
Flexible sensor-to-LC interconnect
50 mK sensor readout assembly (LC filter array
+ front-end SQUID amplifiers)
Kevlar suspension unit

Figure 1. Preliminary design concept for the X-IFU focal plane assembly. (modified from Ref. 5)

Barret+2016

3. SENSOR ARRAY AND MULTIPLEXED SQUID READOUT ELECTRONICS

The X-IFU FPA will incorporate a large-format TES microcalorimeter array to realize the instrument's need for s
and fast microcalorimeters that can be fabricated in kpixel-scale arrays with multiplexed readout electronics tha
operated within the tight constraints of the instrument's cryogenic cooling powers. In the preliminary design conc
is realized using a uniform array of identical microcalorimeter pixels that simultaneously achieve the instrument's
resolution, field-of-view, and point-source count-rate requirements in a single design. Based upon the expected o
temperature of the sensor array chip (< 55 mK) and heritage of past developments at GSFC, a MoAu TES
superconducting transition temperature of ~ 90 mK will be used. The instrument's quantum efficiency, energy res
and count-rate requirements then drive a design with a Au/Bi X-ray absorber and a pixel pitch of ~ 249 µm, lead
~ 3840-pixel array to realize the required field-of-view. A hexagonal configuration of the square pixels allows
tiling on the sky for large-area raster maps while making efficient use of a round aperture in the FPA's magneti
baffle. A summary of key pixel and array characteristics is included in Ref. 6.

TES Calorimeter array (米)+ 40x96

多重化読出し(蘭）

冷却系（仏＋日）は無冷媒化でミッション寿命5年以上

A major challenge in the development of the X-IFU FPA is the read-out of 3840 TES pixels within the availab
temperature (50 mK) cooling power. Superconducting SQUID amplifiers are naturally suited to the readout
microcalorimeters, combining low noise, low dissipation, and low input impedance, but with a typical dissip
nW's per SQUID for a low-power, wide-band SQUID amplifier, the available cooling power 100's of nW implie
to multiplex 10's of sensor array pixels per SQUID amplifier chain. Traditionally, three schemes have been develo
multiplexed readout of TES detectors with SQUID amplifiers: time division multiplexing (TDM),7,8 code
multiplexing (CDM),9,10 and frequency division multiplexing (FDM).11,12 Systems using all three concepts ha
demonstrated in the lab, and bolometric instruments using both TDM and FDM have been operated at groun

40x2 画素を冗長系のないデュワーにいれたDemonstration
ModelをPhase-Aで製作する。
宇宙科学シンポジウム2017/1/5-6
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Figure 10. The X-IFU mechanical design presented at the Mission Consolidation Review (May 2016, mid-Phase
A).

Athenaへの日本の参加
•

Athenaの観測の当初5年間は，Key Projectで70％，またKet Project/Instrument
Consortiumで割当を行い，公募は20％程度と想定している。
参加しなければ，2030年代のサイエンスの最先端データは得られない

•

日本が参加する目的

•
•
•

Athenaの実現を確実なものとする。
科学成果の最大化に貢献する。

Astro-H等で培った技術と，Astro-H/代替機のサイエンス成果を生かす

•

Athena Science Study Team に松本が参加(11人中日本から1人）

•

サイエンスWGに26名が参加（そのうち6人はChair)

•

X-IFU Pre-Consortiumに3名が正式参加(40名中），SWGに1名が参加
日本の機械式冷凍機を供給することをべースラインにPhase-A studyに参加

•

WFI/SPOへの技術協力(HW/キャリブレーション)の可能性を協議

•

その他，PDなどの人的交流

宇宙科学シンポジウム2017/1/5-6
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日本のAthenaへの参加の今後の進め方

•

2015年2月

理学委員会に小規模プロジェクトとして応募

•

予算規模：2028年まで，総額50-80億円程度(Optionの内容による）

•

判断：ISASにて計画の位置づけを再定義し、それに対応した計画内容
の詳細化の十分な整理を行った後に再評価
この規模の国際協力をどうすすめるか，という整理と認識，
Instrument AOへの応募(2017)までに計画審査，Mission
Adoption(2020)までにfull committmentへの判断が必要

•

冷却系への協力は独立して行なっている。

•

ESAもCryo-Chain CTPとして，衛星搭載の50mKまでの冷凍機シス
テムの開発をミッション横断的に行なうこととして，X-IFUチーム
(CNES+)がこれに応募した。ISASでCC-CTPチームをAthena/SPICA/
LiteBIRDをベースに結成し，冷凍システムの開発に参加中
2020年までの活動は代替機と平行しての実施が可能

宇宙科学シンポジウム2017/1/5-6
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Fact Sheet of Athena
Mission Status

ESA L2 accepted

Launch year
S/C mass

2028
6800 kg

Total Budget
SPO

~ 1.2 B€ ?
0.2-15 keV

WFI

X-Ray Energy Range
Spatial Res.
Effective Area

2m2@1keV, 0.25m2@6 keV

Leading Inst.

MPE

FoV
No. of pix
X-IFU

宇宙科学シンポジウム2017/1/5-6

Energy Res.
Leading Inst.

5 arcsec

40 arcmin
1024x1024
<80 eV @1keV
CNES/IRAP

FoV
No. of pix.

5 arcmmin
3840

Energy Res

2.5 eV
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